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ABSTRACT
Millions if not billions of people now believe that the world is under a bioweapons attack. A lot of blame has been
placed on the US funding of bioweapons. Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the US NIAID/NIH has come under severe
criticism for funding the infamous “Gain of Function” research. Many believe Fauci has not acted alone or even on
his own accord. The Author worked as a fellow at NIAID/NIH from 1988 to 1991, starting soon after Fauci became
head of NIAID. The author witnessed first hand infiltration of NIAID/NIH by Israel’s Mossad. While working at
NIAID/NIH one or more coworkers expressed a need to “preempt the next Jewish Holocaust”. For thirty years
since leaving NIH the Author has paid close attention to Mossad’s involvement in illegal US bioweapon activity
and attempts to disclose his observations. The Author hopes to educate the public on the current bioweapon attack
with COVID-19 and vaccines. The Author believes that Mossad intends to kill billions of people. Already 70% of
the world’s population have received a COVID-19 vaccine which in all appearance has the ability to cause deadly non
curable prion disease. The Author hopes the information provided will help those interested in ending this covert war.

Introduction

Dr. Anthony Fauci announced he will retire from his position
as Director of NIAID, NIH in December of 2022. Fauci has
come under criticism for funding research that could be used for
bioweapons production included the infamous “Gain of Function"
research. Many have surmised that Dr. Fauci could not have acted
alone. Dr. Fauci became Director of NIAID around 1986 and the
Author started a 3-year fellowship at NIAID in 1988. The Author
worked in the Laboratory of Immunology, which was run by Dr.
William E. Paul. Dr. Paul was considered an mentor to Fauci
and a onetime senior administrator of NIAID under Fauci. While
working at NIAID the Author realized that as of 1988, NIH had been
highly infiltrated by Israeli’s Mossad. To the Author’s knowledge
the Mossad leader at NIH was Israeli national Zami Ben-Sasson,
who worked across the hallway from the Author. Based on the
Author’s observation from 1988 to present, Mossad has been using
NIH for development of bioweapons on NIH campuses, funding
bioweapons development at other locations and training US
citizens to become bioweapons experts for Mossad. Israel never
signed the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention and
the Author provides evidence to indicate Mossad, using US human
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and material assets, is running a large genocidal bioweapons attack
on the world.
The Author’s morbid assessment is made based on 30 years of
following Mossad activities in the medical research field, starting
in 1988 at NIAID/NIH. The scenario is based on the Author’s
observation of Zami Ben-Sasson, close personal colleagues of
Dr. Ben-Sasson at NIAID/NIH, and very suspicious activities
of others who have worked at NIAID or elsewhere in the US
government. Confirmation of this illegal bioweapons activity is
further supported by observations related to another well-known
Mossad operative, blackmailer Jeffery Epstein and his contacts in
the biomedical research industry.
Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein had strong ties in biomedical
industry consistent with Mossad’s desire to develop and use
bioweapons as a means of mass destruction. Mossad is not
interested in curing cancer or any disease, it does look for ways of
killing people that resembles a natural death. Research on cancer
inducers, prions, deadly viruses, toxic molds, immune suppressors
and vaccines that cause infertility have been linked to Mossad.
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Many have published on Epstein’s blackmail operation which
he ran for Mossad using under aged girls [1-5]. Epstein’s partner
Ghislaine Maxwell also has extensive ties to Mossad. Maxwell’s
father, Bob Maxwell has been widely regarded as a top Mossad
operative who received a state funeral in Israel on his death [6-8].
Jeffrey Epstein kept a book of contacts that can best be described
as a list of Mossad assets. The fact that Epstein decided to keep
their contact information handy supports the obvious, those listed
in the book provided some assistance to him. Some listed in the
book including Bobby Kennedy Jr., and Michael Bloomberg are
linked to activities that relate to COVID-19 as discussed below.
The Epstein address book and the accompanying flight log have
been published in their entirety online [9,10].
NIAID/NIH 1988-1991
The Author started a three fellowship at NIAID/NIH in Bethesda,
Maryland in July of 1988. He worked in the Laboratory of
Immunology, led by Dr. William E. Paul. Dr. Paul had recently
returned to the lab after taking a short hiatus to be a senior
administrator of NIAID for Dr. Anthony Fauci. Dr. Paul had
been at NIAID for a long time and was considered a mentor to his
younger, Dr. Anthony Fauci. Dr. Fauci’s activities are discussed
below [11]. It was in the Laboratory of Immunology, NIAID that
the Author worked across the hall and got to know Israeli national
Dr. Zami Ben-Sasson.
On the US holiday, President’s Day of 1991, the Laboratory of
Immunology was initially almost empty except for the Author and
Dr. Zami Ben-Sasson. Upon entering the lab's corridor and upon
seeing Dr. Ben-Sasson standing at the opposite end of the hall, Dr.
Marshall Plaut shouted “Hey Zami, I heard you work for Mossad".
Dr. Ben-Sasson could be heard frantically running down the hall
to meet Dr. Plaut. Outside of the Author’s door but hidden from
sight, the Author heard Dr. Ben-Sasson tell Dr. Plaut three times
that he must not reveal to anyone Dr. Ben-Sasson’s link to Mossad.
Dr. Ben-Sasson worked directly under Dr. Paul as a foreign
scientist. Typically grants provided NIH training for foreign
citizens for a few years. The scientist lives in the US for several
years, traveling home on short vacations. Dr. Ben-Sasson’s tenure
was unique at the time, he stayed in the US for several months
then returned to Israel for several months. He kept up this cycle
for duration the Author was at NIAID. There were other Israeli
nationals working at NIH at the time, but the interactions observed
by the Author lead the Author to believe Dr. Ben-Sasson was
senior to them.
Based on observations and conversations with Dr. Ben-Sasson
the Author has formulated the following points. Dr. Ben-Sasson's
identity as a Mossad operative was known at NIAID among many
Jewish scientists of US citizenship. In 1991 Dr. Plaut worked in a
non-tenured position having recently left Johns Hopkins University.
Dr. Plaut was an outsider of sorts and was late in hearing office
gossip. Someone had told Dr. Plaut of Dr. Ben-Sasson’s Mossad
connection so multiple people must have known. Dr. Ben-Sasson
was treated like a Mossad boss at NIH. Dr. Ben-Sasson appeared
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to be given a card blanc in the Laboratory of Immunology when
it came to receiving precious handmade reagents, monoclonal
antibodies and the like. Typically, these reagents took months to
manufacture and would be given in small amounts under special
circumstances. Researchers’ willingness to help Dr. Ben-Sasson
was not limited to the Laboratory of Immunology. Dr. Ben-Sasson
was frequently seen, much more than normal, walking about the
large NIH Building 10, returning to our lab with a cup full of dry
ice and test tubes. Dr. Ben-Sasson would often be in a rush home
to meet his roommate before his roommate went to work. Dr. BenSasson's roommate worked at the Israeli Embassy at night and was
Dr. Ben-Sasson’s daily link to the Israeli Embassy.
During the timeframe the Author was at NIAID, 1988 to 1991,
the cold war was ending, the Berlin Wall fell, and Germany was
reunited. There was talk in the Laboratory of Immunology that
with the unification of Germany there would be another Jewish
Holocaust. There was open talk about the need to “preempt the
next Jewish Holocaust”. It is the Author’s belief that this is a major
motivator for the bioweapon’s activity at NIAID as discussed
below.
Mossad, Dr. Fauci, and the Anthrax Attack
In 1999 there were several Congressional hearings on vaccine
adverse events. The Author was an expert for both a hearing on
the hepatitis B vaccine run by representative John Mica and a
later hearing on the anthrax vaccine run by representative Dan
Burton. The Burton hearing held on October 12, 1999 on the
anthrax vaccine was entitled DEFENSE VACCINES: FORCE
PROTECTION OR FALSE SECURITY? [12] In that hearing
Representative Henry Waxman, an US Congressman and Israeli
citizen [13], advocated giving the anthrax vaccine because of the
threat of a future terrorist attack.
Mr. Waxman.: “And what we're talking about is a vaccine that can,
we would hope, be able to counter a terrorist activity”.
Waxman debated the Author in an attempt defended the safety of
the anthrax vaccine. Waxman cited information provided by Dr.
Regina Rabinovich who worked at Mossad infiltrated NIAID.
Rabinovich would eventually leave NIAID and later held a
position as Director of the Infectious Disease program at the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation. Bill Gates is famously associated
with Mossad operative and blackmailer Jeffery Epstein [14].
Two years after the Burton hearing Waxman’s prediction of an
anthrax attack occurred. The attack occurred starting one week after
the airplane attacks on 9/11/2001. Envelopes filled with anthrax
were sent to several high-profile people. The envelopes contained
letters incriminating Muslims for the attack. After the attack Dr.
Anthony Fauci went to Congress and presented at a congressional
hearing officiated in part by US Congressman and Israeli citizen
Henry Waxman entitled: BIOLOGICAL WARFARE DEFENSE
VACCINE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM,
October 23, 2001 [15]. The outcome of the hearing was Fauci
raised billions of dollars for bioweapon “defense” to be conducted
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at his Mossad infiltrated NIAID. According to the Wall Street
Journal [16] NIAID's annual budget for bioweapon research went
from $42 million a year in 2001 (prior to the anthrax attack) to $1.2
billion in 2003 and $1.7 billion in 2005.
In 2008 the FBI investigation determined that the anthrax in the
envelopes likely originated at the US bioweapons facility, Fort
Detrick. A Zionist named Bruce Ivins [17,18] was implicated
in the US anthrax attack, but died from alleged suicide before a
confession was ever obtained. Ivins, in a letter he wrote, proclaimed
"By blood and faith, Jews are God's chosen, and have no need
for 'dialogue' with any gentile." [19] The FBI agent in charge of
investigating the attack, Richard Lee Lambert, complained that
higher ups at the FBI had tried to hinder his investigation and
prematurely closed the case just as they began to make progress.
Lambert filed an Qui Tam suit [20] against senior US officials
including Attorney General Eric Holder and Robert Muller III
and described the actions that impeded his efforts to bring those
responsible to justice.
The Author notes that while Fort Detrick is partially military
bioweapons base it also contains a large NIH campus. During the
Author's fellowship at NIAID/NIH in Bethesda, Maryland there
were frequent interactions between scientists at the main NIH
campus in Bethesda and the satellite facility at Fort Detrick, less
than a 45-minute drive away. Graduating fellows from the Bethesda
campus obtained jobs at the Fort Detrick campus. Mossad assets in
Bethesda had clear access to the scientists working at Fort Detrick.
The link between Dr. Anthony Fauci/NIAID and Mossad has not
gone unnoticed by others. Many have commented on the link
between Dr. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates. Bill Gates was a close
associate of Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein [14]. According
to a report [11] Dr. Anthony Fauci was appointed to the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation’s Global Grand Challenges Scientific
Advisory Board (served through 2010). Dr. Fauci is (was) on the
Leadership Council of the Bill and Melinda Gates Global Vaccine
Action Plan [11]. Furthermore Dr. Fauci has been on the World
Health Organization’s Global Preparedness Monitoring Board
[11]. The WHO receives substantial money from the Bill Gates
through his foundation as discussed below.
SARS, MERS, and Covid Development
Due to the greatly enhanced bioweapon “defense" budget obtained
by Mossad infiltrated NIAID/NIH after the Fort Detrick lead
anthrax attack on US citizens, NIAID had resources to fund
extensive bioweapon research. Coronavirus, ie SARS, avian flu,
smallpox, and ebola were specific bioweapon related infectious
agents targeted by federal funds after the Fort Detrick linked attack
on US citizens [21]. However, NIH had been funding similar work
prior to this in a smaller scale [16].
SARS was the first to threaten the health of the world population
after the US anthrax attack of 2001. The SARS outbreak occurred
in 2002 in China. Dr. David E. Martin compiled a list of alleged
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bioweapons violations on Mossad infiltrated NIAID/NIH. In
Martin’s publication [11] he provides the following introduction
“Over the past two decades, my company – M·CAM – has been
monitoring possible violations of the 1925 Protocol for the
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous, or
other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare (the
Geneva Protocol) 1972 Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, and Stockpiling of Bacteriological and
Toxin Weapons and Their Destruction (the BTWC).”
Martin elaborated on the NIAID/NIH funding of the infamous
Baric research. “On April 19, 2002 – the Spring before the first
SARS outbreak in Asia – Christopher M. Curtis, Boyd Yount, and
Ralph Baric filed an application for U.S. Patent 7,279,372 for a
method of producing recombinant coronavirus. In the first public
record of the claims, they sought to patent a means of producing,
“an infectious, replication defective, coronavirus.” This work
was supported by the NIH grant referenced above and GM63228.
In short, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
was involved in the funding of amplifying the infectious nature
of coronavirus between 1999 and 2002 before SARS was ever
detected in humans." .....
“Dr. Baric’s expertise was understanding how to modify
components of the coronavirus associated with cardiomyopathy.
NIAID Grants AI 23946 and GM63228 (leading to patent U.S.
7,279,327 “Methods for Producing Recombinant Coronavirus”)
was the NIH’s ﬁrst Gain-of-Functon (GOF) project in which
Dr. Baric created an “infectious, replication defective” clone
of recombinant coronavirus. This work clearly deﬁned a means
of making a natural pathogen more harmful to humans by
manipula9ng the Spike Protein and other receptor targets. A year
after ﬁling a patent on this GOF CoV, the world experienced the
ﬁrst outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).
One key facet of the Mossad infiltrated NIAID/NIH research
was developing a defense to a weaponized coronavirus. Research
included using measles vaccine virus as protection against these
deadly coronaviruses [22]. This is an important fact given the
widespread measles vaccination in Israel and Jewish schools in the
US in 2018 prior to onset of COVID-19 [23] as discussed below.
Swine Flu, Mossad’s Trial Run for COVID-19
In January of 2011 the Author was invited to present at a “vaccine
conference” in Jamaica. Upon arriving the Author became highly
suspicious the "conference” was really a Mossad operation. The
Author was conditioned to challenge stated agendas in part by his
cousin Jeffrey Jones. Jones had been a top spy for the US and was
President of the Alumni of the OSS, the former name for the CIA.
Jones, whose true paternal family name was Talbot, was heir to the
first Earl Talbot and Lord High Steward of Ireland. Jones’ family
had been running overt and covert military operations successfully
for 1200 years and taught the Author some of the family trade.
Upon arriving home from Jamaica, the Author immediately
performed an internet search to determine why Mossad was
interested in vaccines. The Author found multiple reports relating
to Mossad informant Joseph Moshe [24-26] and his revelation
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that Mossad was planning on using vaccines as carriers for
bioweapons. Mossad’s plan, according to Moshe, was to disguise
bioweapons as beneficial vaccines and have targets literally lining
up and begging to be given a bioweapon.
Dr. Joseph Moshe was, he has not been heard of since his capture,
a Jewish American virologist who studied a number of potential
deadly microbiotic agents [26]. According to reports, in 2009 [2426] “Professor Moshe had called into a live radio show by Dr. A.
True Ott, broadcast on Republic Broadcasting claiming to be a
microbiologist who wanted to supply evidence to a States Attorney
regarding tainted H1N1 Swine flu vaccines being produced by
Baxter BioPharma Solutions. He said that Baxter’s Ukrainian lab
was in fact producing a bioweapon disguised as a vaccine.”
Moshe’s revelations are not the first time that vaccines have been
allegedly used as a means to deploy bioweapons. There have
been allegations that tetanus vaccine bound with human chorionic
gonadotropin (HCG), to induce infertility, was given to unsuspecting
poor women living in third world nations. These reports started to
surface in the 1990s and have included the Philippines and Mexico
[27], and more recently Kenya [28]. Allegations have been linked
to the World Health Organization which has been criticized for its
strong financial connections to Mossad operative Jeffery Epstein’s
associate, Bill Gates. It is no secret that the WHO developed such
a vaccine to prevent pregnancy. The controversy relates to the fact
that a vaccine resembling the WHO infertility vaccine was given to
women who were told they were being immunized against tetanus.
One of the reasons suspicions were raised is that tetanus boosters
are given once every 10 years while the WHO funded “tetanus”
campaigns involved only women of child bearing age and a series
of several shots was given in a short period of time. Laboratory
tests have confirmed HCG in the “tetanus” vaccine.
Pre COVID-19 Attack: SPARS 2017 and the Measles Epidemic
of 2018
There were several important events that occurred prior to the
outbreak of COVID-19 that many find too convenient to be
dismissed as coincidences. These include the Bloomberg School of
Public Health publishing in 2017 on a “hypothetical” coronavirus
outbreak called SPARS and an measles epidemic in Israel in 2018.
In October of 2017 the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health published a manuscript related to a hypothetical coronavirus
pandemic, SPARS-CoV [29]. The manuscript describes a hastily
created vaccine which was ready in less than 10 months from
the outbreak. The manuscript go into detail on methods used to
promote the poorly tested vaccine. The vaccine was later found to
have neurological side effects, resembling prion disease, and law
suits arose. Social media has been ablaze with the obvious similarities
between the “hypothetical” coronavirus SPARS and the following
coronavirus COVID-19 bioweapon attack described below.
Suspicion related to the SPARS manuscript in part relates to
Michael Bloomberg, the namesake and a major financial supporter
of the Bloomberg School of Public Health. Bloomberg was listed
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in Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein’s book of Mossad assets [9].
Bloomberg also has been associated with Jeffrey Epstein when
it was disclosed their foundations were both involved in funding
charter schools in New York City [30]. The schools were a potential
source of children to use in Mossad’s pedophile blackmail scheme.
Bloomberg also had links to Epstein’s partner in crime, Ghislaine
Maxwell [31]. The Bloomberg School of Public Health has been
linked to the WHO infertility vaccine project [32]. This is the
same WHO project that has been accused of being a bioweapons
operation, sterilizing unsuspecting poor women living in the third
world nations [27,28].
In the Fall of 2018, the Author was contacted by members of the
Baltimore Orthodox Jewish community and asked to investigate
why Jewish schools in Baltimore were no longer accepting almost
any vaccine exemptions. Many Jewish parents were concerned
about the possible link between the MMR vaccine and autism.
Prior to 2018 these schools allowed parents to take vaccine
exemptions. The Author spoke to numerous Orthodox Jews in the
Baltimore area and read news reports on similar vaccine policy
changes in the vast majority of Jewish schools in the US. A small
measles epidemic occurred in Israel in the 2018–2019-time frame
leading to mass immunization against measles in Israel and then
in US Jewish schools including those in New York [33,34]. The
pursing vaccine controversy culminated in several individuals that
the Author realized were linked to Mossad entering the debate,
including Bobby Kennedy Jr. [35].
In early 2019 the Author reported back to those Orthodox Jews,
who had asked for his help and replied that there was nothing
he could do as the activities he observed indicated Mossad was
initiating a major bioweapons attack. As it turns out the measles
mumps rubella vaccine (MMR) forced upon the Jewish community
actually protects against COVID-19. This fact was likely known
based on vaccine research funded by Mossad infiltrated NIAID/
NIH [22]. The Author published the initial peer reviewed paper on
the ability of the MMR vaccine to prevent COVID-19 [23] and the
Author's conclusions has been confirmed by research from many
large universities [36-38].
Start of COVID-19
The Author understood Mossad had infiltrated NIAID/NIH and
was scheming a large bioweapons attack. He understood that
Mossad intended to “preempt the next Jewish Holocaust” and
planned genocide on a large number of ethnic groups including in
the US. The Author understood, from reading about Joseph Moshe
and working in the vaccine field that vaccines would likely be used
as a carrier for bioweapons. In order to carry out this plan Mossad
would likely benefit from controlling the FDA to ensure the
bioweapon contaminated “vaccines” received regulatory approval.
In early 2019 Dr. Scott Gottlieb was Commissioner of the FDA
[39]. He was appointed in 2017 by then President Trump, an close
associate of Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein. That fact alone
would make Gottlieb a person of interest. Dr. Scott Gottlieb was
a protégé of super spy and Mossad asset, Buzzy Krongard who
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is mentioned in detail below. Gottlieb worked under Krongard
at Alex Brown [40]. This fact would raise suspicions to an even
higher level. Gottlieb devoted a lot of effort while running the FDA
to emphasize that vaping/ e cigarettes were very dangerous [39].
Dr. Scott Gottlieb abruptly announced in March of 2019 that he
was resigning his position as Commissioner of the FDA after
approximately 2 years [39]. It was this sudden departure that led
the Author to believe that the Mossad bioweapon attack had begun
and the Author frantically informed intelligence agencies around
the globe that a Mossad bioweapon attack had begun.
There are numerous “coincidences” that support that the Author's
opinion that the COVID-19 outbreak began in March of 2019.
First the genetic sequences for the coronavirus causing COVID-19
were retrospectively detected in samples of sewer water collected
in Spain as early as March of 2019 [41]. People who vaped
mysteriously started to develop a clinical disease, EVALI,
resembling COVID-19 [42]. Young vapers were on ventilators in
significant numbers stating in April of 2019. Unfortunately doctors
simply believed these young adults suffered from a vaping disease,
as warned by FDA Commissioner Gottlieb, and did not suspect the
THC they were vaping had been spiked with a deadly coronavirus.
Also, on March 28, 2019 Moderna filed a patent application that
would later be granted as its infamous coronavirus patent, U.S.
Patent 10,702,600. The patent has been criticized on social media
as being suspect because people believed the application was filed
before the outbreak of COVID-19.
Starting in June of 2019, two months after intelligence agencies
around the world had been warned that a major Mossad bioweapons
attack was under way, certain events occurred consistent with a
major attack. Fort Detrick, the US Army’s bioweapon base and
source of the US anthrax attack, was shut down in June of 2019
[43]. Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein was re-arrested in July
of 2019 [44]. Epstein had already served time in a Florida jail
for his crimes. Dr. Suzanne Eaton, wife of an Israeli born prion
expert, was brutally killed in a cave around July 3 of 2019 [45].
The details of the brutal death provided by the widespread media
coverage gave an appearance to the Author that a message was
being sent to would be Mossad informants. The first retirement /
nursing home to have an outbreak of COVID-19 like symptoms
was the Greenspring facility in Fairfax County, Virginia where at
least 63 residents were stricken with COVID-19 like symptoms by
July 15th 2019 [46].
The coronavirus causing COVID-19 utilizes the spike protein to
attach to cells in order for it to infect the cells. One receptor on
human cells for the coronavirus spike protein is a protein called
ACE-2. There is genetic variation in the ACE-2 protein that affects
binding of the spike protein. A paper looking at racial variants
of ACE-2 with affinity for the spike protein stated [47]. “ACE2K26R; which is most frequent in Ashkenazi Jewish population
decreased the SARS-CoV-2/ACE2 electrostatic attraction”.
According to the results in this paper the coronavirus causing
COVID-19 resembles a race specific bioweapon that spares the
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Ashkenazi Jewish population but preferentially binds to that race
Mossad blames for the 1940s Jewish Holocaust, Europeans.
Much of the main stream media has focused on a possible
lab leak from Wuhan. The Author does not find this surprising
given the connection between main stream media and Mossad.
Mossad thrives on false flag events. The anthrax letters from 2001
incriminated Muslims when in fact the anthrax was linked to a
Zionist at Fort Detrick. People with an understanding of molecular
biology understand that asking where the coronavirus causing
COVID-19 was made is equivalent to asking where a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich was made. The molecular biology is quite
simple and components of the viral genome (similar to bread, jelly,
peanut butter) can be synthesized in a piecemeal fashion quite
safely. The final construct could have been completed anywhere;
a high-tech bioweapons facility is not essential. An abandoned
mine shaft would work well. The lab equipment needed is
readily available. Junk dealers sell used lab equipment obtained
from defunct biotechnology companies and from government
labs which discard functional equipment when newer models
become available. One must remember that bioweapons have
been developed in the past, World War 2, without the high-tech
isolation facilities used today. While the Author admits Mossad is
likely to have operatives in China, the China lab leak theory does
not explain the dangerous and suspicious activity of non -Asians in
developing and mandating deadly COVID-19 vaccines.
COVID-19 Vaccines and Translational Medicine
The Author became concerned about the safety of the COVID-19
vaccines from the beginning and published his first of many
papers warning about the risk of COVID-19 vaccines [48].
Mossad informant Dr. Joseph Moshe warned that Mossad had
been planning to use vaccines as carriers for bioweapons as
described above. Moshe’s revelations about swine flu vaccines
had all the characteristics of a dry run for the COVID-19 attack
given the similarities of clinical symptoms between influenza
and coronavirus infections. Moshe’s revelations, as described in
a section above, were also consistent with accusations of using
weaponized tetanus vaccines as bioweapons to clandestinely
sterilize unsuspecting women [27,28].
The Author has published [49] that the clinical trials for the first
three COVID-19 vaccines, released by the FDA under Emergency
Use Authorization, caused more severe disease than they prevented
using the appropriate scientific endpoint of all cause severe
morbidity. The trials were thus all failures and the COVID-19
vaccines should not have been allowed on the market! Instead,
Dr. Anthony Fauci has relentlessly promoted immunization with
COVID-19 vaccines.
The Author noticed that many he knew with Mossad affiliations
began self-associating with the term transformative or translational
research/medicine. The definition of translational and transformative
research is similar. For example, Dr. David Agus who shared work
space with Mossad operative Zami Ben-Sasson at NIAID/NIH is
listed as the “Founding Director and CEO of USC’s Lawrence J.
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Ellison Institute for Transformative Medicine” [50]. The Author
notes that many of the “inventors” of COVID-19 vaccines selfidentify with translational medicine/research. For example, Ugur
Sahin of Biontech is credited with “In 2010, he co-founded TRON
(Translational Oncology at the University Medical Center of
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz) [51]. Hanneke Schuitemaker,
who is reported to have led the Johnson and Johnson/Janssen team
in charge of of their COVID-19 vaccine is reported to be the global
head of viral vaccine discovery and translational medicine for
Janssen Vaccines & Prevention [52]. The Oxford university web
page for Sarah Gilbert, an inventor of the Astra Zeneca- Oxford
COVID-19 vaccine, listed “Subject Areas: Translational Medicine
and Medical Technology” [53]. The Moderna vaccine was made
in collaboration with Mossad infiltrated NIAID/NIH [54] and
Moderna also received funding from the Gates Foundation [55] All
of these facts greatly concern the Author.
Prions
The Author was made aware of Mossad’s interest in using toxic
proteins called prions as a bioweapon since his fellowship at
Mossad infiltrated NIH/NIAID. There were frequent conversations
among employees at the Laboratory of Immunology, NIAID/
NIH about the deadly nature of prions. Prions act as slow poisons
allowing large number of people to be poisoned before the plot
can be discovered. The long delay between exposure and disease
makes deniability easier.
The death of Suzanne Eaton [45] in July of 2019 first led the
Author to suspect that the bioweapon attack of 2019 was prion
based. Suzanne Eaton’s death was suspicious for many reasons.
She was tortured in a cave for a long period of time, possibly
24 hours as if she was being interrogated. One or more reports
suggested she had up to 200 stab like wounds. Dr. Eaton’s death
received unprecedented news attention. The Author first saw
reports of her death on local Baltimore news even though she
was not from Baltimore and had not lived in the US for roughly
20 years or more. Dr. Eaton was the wife of an Israeli born prion
researcher. Given the mysterious nature of her death, the unexplained
media coverage, the link to an Israeli born prion expert, and Mossad’s
interest in prions, the Author became very concerned that the Mossad
bioweapon attack starting in March of 2019 was utilizing prions.
With the unexpected rapid approval of the mRNA Covid vaccines
in late 2020, the Author started to determine if the vaccines may
in fact be prion related weapons. The Author soon discovered that
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and the Ellison Medical
Foundation had funded prion research [56]. Bill Gates has been
closely linked to Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein. Larry Ellison
has a strong partnership with Dr. David Agus who shared work
space at the Laboratory of Immunology, NIAID/NIH with Mossad
operative Zami Ben-Sasson. Dr. Agus is “Founding Director and
CEO of USC’s Lawrence J. Ellison Institute for Transformative
Medicine” [50] and is also a business partner for a resort at
Ellison’s Lanai Island in Hawaii [57]. The island more closely
resembles a paramilitary base than a resort because of its efforts to
have sustainable food [57] and energy production [58]. The Island
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boasts of celebrity visits resembling Jeffrey Epstein’s Island. Bill
Gates got married on the island. Elon Musk, Tom Cruise and
former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are a few
celebrities who reportedly visited the Island [58]. Ellison has also
been linked to the events surrounding 9/11 [59].
The prion research funded by the Gates and Ellison foundations
relates to identifying RNA sequences that can induce certain
proteins found naturally in the human body to take on prion
configurations. These prion diseases include ALS, frontotemporal
lobar degeneration, Alzheimer’s disease and other neurological
degenerative diseases. By simply reading the published sequence
of the Pfizer mRNA vaccine the Author discovered that there
were many of these prion inducing sequences in the Pfizer mRNA
COVID-19 vaccines [48]. The Author further found that at least
one COVID-19 vaccine was associated with an increased risk of
Parkinson’s disease [60], a prion related disease. Additional authors
have confirmed that the spike protein, the active ingredient in
COVID-19 vaccines, also contains amino acid sequences capable
of inducing prion disease and have reported patients developing
prion disease after receiving a COVID vaccine [61-63].
Confirmation that the Author was on the right path about
the COVID-19 vaccines causing prion disease came almost
immediately after publishing his paper [48] in early 2021. The
Author’s paper was criticized on Twitter on February 22 and 28,
2021 by Wayne State University Surgeon David Gorski Md, PhD
(@gorskon). Gorski has admitted publicly on Twitter (August 29,
2019; @gorskon) that he had financial ties to Mossad operative
Jeffrey Epstein through Seed Media Group. The Author does not
even remotely believe that Gorski’s criticism of the Author’s paper
and Gorski’s financial ties to a Mossad operative are a simple
“coincidence”.
WHO
The World Health Organization (WHO), has taken a lead in
actions related to COVID-19 including promoting vaccination.
However, the WHO is a highly controversial agency. One of the
biggest criticisms is that Bill Gates, a frequent associate of Mossad
operative Jeffrey Epstein, has been one of the largest sources of
funding for the WHO. This raises the legitimate concern that
Mossad may be weaponizing health care provided by the WHO
[64]. Distrust of the WHO is not unfounded. The head of the
WHO has been accused of being a war criminal among other
things [65]. Many have accused multiple different WHO tetanus
vaccine campaigns of being clandestine bioweapons attacks to
sterilize women in the third world [27-28]. Many with knowledge
of the WHO have little confidence in the organization and treat its
policies with suspicion, much the way they do with Dr. Anthony
Fauci’s policies.
The US Government, FBI and CIA
Many people take false comfort in believing that the US government
would protect its citizens from an bioweapons attack of domestic
origin. These individuals ignore the historical truths. For example,
in the US while Presidents George Washington and Thomas
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Jefferson advocated civil liberties and the pursuit of happiness, yet
they owned slaves and conspired genocide of native Americans.
Things are not much different now except the racial targets have
changed. There is little doubt that Mossad has strong influence on
US politics. Presidents Clinton, and Trump had strong affiliations
with Mossad operatives Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell.
However, the link does not end with Presidents. Many in the US
Congress as well as presidential appointees and career government
officials have Mossad links.
A social media post claimed multiple senior Biden appointees
were dual Israeli- US citizens. While the Author could not
confirm this post, the Author found multiple articles from Israeli/
Jewish publications citing these same people as being Jews with
assumed sympathy for Israel (66-68). These people include
Secretary of State Anthony Blinken, CIA deputy director David
Cohen, Attorney General Merrick Garland, Director of National
Intelligence Avril Haines, Chief of Staff Ronald Klain, Office of
Science and Technology Policy director Eric Lander, Secretary
of Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas, National Security
Agency cybersecurity director Anne Neuberger, and Covid-19
Coordinator Jeff Zients. Eric Lander admitted to meeting with
Mossad operative Jeffery Epstein at least twice [69]. The problem
with this cabinet is that it creates a significant national security
threat for a Mossad lead bioweapon attack on US citizens.
The FBI is entrusted with protecting Americans from internal
threats but seems to look the other way when Mossad is the threat.
The FBI reportedly gave Mossad informant Joseph Moshe to
Israel, and he has not been heard of since [24,25]. As discussed
above Moshe came forward to reveal Mossad was using poisoned
“vaccines” to kill people. Even more damning is the revelations of
Richard Lambert, the lead FBI agent involved in investigating the
anthrax attack on US citizens in 2001. Lambert provided a detailed
description of how senior FBI management tried to impede his
investigation including closing the case prematurely after the first
suspect, Zionist Bruce Ivins, was apprehended [20].
The CIA is responsible for helping combat terrorist attacks from
foreign nations. However, many active or former CIA operatives
appear to side with Mossad against US interests. Take for example
Alvin “Buzzy” Krongard. Krongard is a good case example in part
because of his ties to former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb
discussed above. Krongard reached the position of executive
director of the CIA, the third highest ranking position at the
CIA, [70] in 2001. Prior to taking the position Krongard worked
embedding CIA operatives in US companies as cover for foreign
assignments. While this activity would be highly classified,
Edward Hale wrote about how he and his company were recruited to
work for the CIA by Krongard while Krongard held positions at the
CIA and at the Baltimore based investment bank Alex Brown [71].
Krongard has numerous Mossad connections. While at Alex
Brown he raised money for Microsoft, run by Bill Gates a close
associate of Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein. After leaving the
CIA Krongard was on the boards of several companies linked to
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Mossad. Krongard was on the board of Apollo Global Management
[72] which was run by Leon Black who had strong financial ties
with Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein and is listed in Epstein’s
book of Mossad assets [9]. Krongard was also on the board of
Eric Prince's corporation, previously named Blackwater Security
Consulting [70], and Prince also had strong ties to Israel intelligence
[73]. Krongard's relationship to Blackwater came into scrutiny and
was investigated by US Congressman and Israeli citizen Henry
Waxman [70] whose own actions regarding the anthrax attack
are discussed above. One would expect that a former senior most
leader of the CIA would not be tricked into separately working
under two Mossad assets, Black and Prince, involved in dubious
acts. Krongard must then be considered a Mossad asset himself.
Krongard’s biggest scandal may have been his ties through Alex
Brown to bets on the decline of American Airlines’ stock shortly
before the hijackings on 9/11/2001 [70]. There has been substantial
evidence that Mossad played a role in the 9/11 twin tower attack
[74-76]. Mossad’s alleged involvement in the airplane attack
mirrored the Zionist anthrax attack originating at Fort Detrick one
week later. It is well known that agents of intelligence services use
insider information to profit from their knowledge.
Krongard’s link to the German company Deutsche Bank is
also of great concern. Mossad targeted Deutsche Bank because
Deutsche Bank financed the building of Holocaust death camp
Auschwitz during World War 2 [77]. Krongard, whose specialty
was embedding operatives in companies while working for Alex
Brown eventually came to run Alex Brown. Krongard oversaw the
sale of Alex Brown to Bankers Trust in September of 1997 which
shortly afterwards was bought by Deutsche Bank in June of 1999
[78]. After the merger Deutsche Bank began to financially implode
by a series of bad investments [78], as if Mossad operatives were
now working for Deutsche Bank and sabotaging it. Deutsche bank
came to fund Mossad operative Jeffrey Epstein 79] and his companion
Donald Trump. Deutsche Bank funded Trump at a time when few
would lend to him because of prior financial difficulties [80].
Deutsche Bank began to act like a Mossad operation as it became
involved with many alleged criminal acts. As the criminal
investigations started to pile up several people under investigation
were found dead and presumed to have committed “suicide”. The
numerous Deutsche Bank suicides did not go unnoticed and was
the source of several publications [80,81]. The suicides created
suspicions in a manner similar to the suicides of Jeffrey Epstein and
Bruce Ivins of anthrax fame. Finally, there was a botched murder
attempt at the house of US judge Esther Salsa who was overseeing
a trial related to Jeffrey Epstein and Deutsche Bank. The attack
resulted in the death of one of the judge’s family members. The
alleged assailant, Roy Den Hollander, was found dead with the
cause of death presumed suicide. Hollander had alleged ties to
Israeli intelligence [82]. The chain of events started with CIA
operative and Mossad asset Krongard’s involvement. The point
is US government officials act as if they favor Mossad over US
citizens which is not surprising given numerous dual Israeli- US
citizens in US government.
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World Economic Forum (WEF)
The World Economic Forum (WEF) meets annually in Davos
Switzerland. The WEF has come under scrutiny in the social
media for its stances and actions related to the COVID outbreak.
The WEF has strong links to Mossad and some question if it is
indeed a Mossad front. Dr. David Agus, who worked alongside
Mossad operative Zami Ben- Sasson at NIAID/NIH, is listed as
having strong ties to the WEF [50].
“Agus chairs the Global Agenda Council (GAC) on Genetics for
the World Economic Forum, and speaks regularly at TEDMED,
the Aspen Ideas Festival and the World Economic Forum."
Numerous politicians linked to Mossad are affiliated with the
WEF. For example, US presidents linked to Mossad operative
Jeffrey Epstein have allegedly attended and even presented at the
WEF meetings. George Soros' name is commonly associated with
the WEF. George Soros is also associated with Epstein’s associate
Bobby Kennedy Jr. discussed below.
Psyops
Mossad has a long history of running psyops. In the Author’s
opinion possible 50% or more of those highly publicized for
opposing government COVID-19 policies actually work for
Mossad. Mossad controls both sides of the COVID-19 dialog
to ensure maximum effect. The Mossad operatives opposing
COVID-19 policies act to ensure Mossad does not get blamed
for the COVID-19 attack. The Mossad operatives opposed to
COVID-19 policies, such as COVID-19 vaccination mandates,
act to deflect suspicion to non-Mossad parties including Chinese,
Russians, Iranians, DARPA, “Elites”, “Deep State Operatives”,
“Big Pharma”, “Illuminati”, “Masons” and even bats. A second
function of these operatives is at times to self-destruct by releasing
bizarre messages and thereby reducing credibility to the original
credible message they had been supporting.
Take Robert (Bobby) Kennedy Jr. for example. In 2017 his name
appeared as a possible chair of a Trump "vaccine safety and scientific
integrity" commission [83]. On the outside Trump and Kennedy
seemed like an odd team, a Conservative President elect choosing
a liberal Democrat to run a commission for him. However, one
only needs to consider that both had a strong connection to Mossad
operative Jeffrey Epstein to become suspicious of alternative
motives for their relationship. Multiple Kennedy family members
including Bobby Kennedy Jr. and mother Ethel Kennedy are listed
with Donald Trump in Jeffrey Epstein’s book of Mossad assets [9].
Bobby Kennedy Jr. was reported to be at Mossad operative Jeffrey
Epstein’s Palm Beach estate according to court documents related
to one of Epstein’s legal suits [84]. Social media is full of links
between Epstein and Kennedy. In all appearances Bobby Kennedy
Jr., like Donald Trump, had a long relationship with Mossad
operative Jeffrey Epstein. Kennedy also told the Author that he
was close personal friends with George Soros, who has strong ties
to the World Economic Forum. Bobby Kennedy Jr.’s recent book
[85] attacks Anthony Fauci as a villain of sort but “conveniently”
blames Fauci’s actions on large pharmaceutical money and not the
Mossad organization that infiltrated NIAID.
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Mossad uses operatives opposed to government COVID-19
policies, in particular vaccination, to infiltrate groups opposed
to vaccination and to actually discredit their message. Mossad’s
technique includes layering messages. For example, an operative
linked to Mossad may gain extensive social media attention
claiming COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous. The operative will
get the support of groups that oppose COVID-19 vaccination. The
operative will then layer on a non-credible message, for example
the COVID-19 vaccines will turn people into “Robots”. The
general public will then discredit the operative and the original
message that COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous. Furthermore,
groups and individuals that initially promoted the operative will
lose credibility. Based on observing numerous social media posts
on the COVID-19 vaccine debate the Author believes at least
50% of the most publicized individuals who oppose COVID-19
vaccines are actually working for Mossad. Furthermore, in all
appearance Mossad is actually running the large public gatherings
that features these Mossad operatives as keynote speakers!
The use of “Fact Checkers” has been criticized by many on social
media as a psyops operation. It is more than just a concern to
the Author that many “Fact Checkers” are promoting a Mossad
agenda. Take for example the “Fact Check” response to one of the
Author’s papers by Science-Based Medicine. Dr. David Gorski,
who admitted having financial ties to Mossad operative Jeffrey
Epstein, holds a position as Editor for Science -Based Medicine
(twitter @gorskon).
Monkeypox
The recent Monkeypox outbreak has been met with considerable
suspicion about being a bioweapon attack. Monkeypox virus has
been known for decades without causing significant widespread
outbreaks. Prior to the May of 2022 outbreak of Monkeypox in
Europe there was an publication released [86] in November of 2021
describing an exercise to counter an “hypothetical” Monkeypox
outbreak. The publication raised suspicions on social media for its
similarities to the SPARS publication that was released prior to the
COVID-19 outbreak [29]. In the Monkeypox publication [86], the
authors “hypothesized” about a bioterrorism attack starting in May
of 2022, the exact month when the actual Monkeypox outbreak
started in Europe. The main global response to the Monkeypox
epidemic is to vaccinate with a vaccine developed by Bavarian
Nordic. Bavarian Nordic received large sums of money from
Mossad infiltrated NIAID [16].

Conclusion

Millions if not billions of people now believe the world is under
a bioweapon attack. Many people have criticized US government
funding of gain of function research, bioweapons lab in the Ukraine
and bioweapons experimentation at Fort Detrick. The Author
trained at NIAID from 1988 to 1991 and personally witnessed
Mossad infiltration of NIAID/NIH. It is the Author's belief that
NIAID/NIH was infiltrated not only to gain access to the large
NIH budget but to use NIH as a training facility for young Jewish
scientists who want to join Mossad’s bioweapon operations. The
Author has followed the activities of those he knew through NIH
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and others he has meet in the vaccine field in the 3 decades since
leaving NIH. His observations are included above. The Author’s
view is that we live in a very dangerous world and Mossad will
not stop its satanic and murderous ways until we, the human race,
stop them.
One of Mossad’s many defenses is to play the “anti-Semitic” card.
If one criticizes Mossad’s activities one must be “anti-Semitic”.
The reasoning is quite hollow and many Jews the Author has
spoken to say that Mossad controls one or more anti-defamation
organizations. To clarify the Author’s position, Mossad is not a
threat just to gentiles but also to most Jews. Many of the Author’s
Jewish friends who took the COVID-19 vaccines were not aware
of the dangers. To the Author’s knowledge Mossad never warned
the rank-and-file Jews in the US of the dangers of the COVID-19
vaccines. Furthermore, while Mossad is run by Jews it has many,
many non-Jewish members. Mossad recruits’ people of all races
who share Mossad’s core values: love of money, love of drugs,
love of sex, love of power, love of genocide and even a shared
ideology of Zionism. A look at Jeffery Epstein’s book of Mossad
assets as well has his flight log will reveal a long list of wealthy
and famous non-Jewish conspirators/ Mossad assets. It is hoped
that this paper will inspire others to take action against this
organization while they still can. Mossad’s plan for a New World
Order and Great Reset is mirrored after a previous attempt, the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. The upheaval which did not end
well for the people of Russia, including most senior communist
party leaders under Stalin!
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